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Abstract

The cylinder bore surface texture widely produced by honing technique, is an essential factor for a good engine performance (friction, oil consumption, running-in, wear…). This explains the improvement and development of various new honing techniques. These different honing processes generate surfaces with various texture features characteristics (roughness, valleys depth, crosshatch angle…).

This paper addresses a comparison of ring-pack friction for cylinder surfaces produced respectively by plateau honing and helical slide honing. It takes in consideration the mutual effect of superficial plateau roughness amplitude and honing angle. A numerical model is developed to predict friction within the cylinder ring-pack system in mixed lubrication regime. The results show the effectiveness of helical slide honed surface texture in comparison to plateau honed bore surfaces.
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Nomenclature

\( a_h \)  
Hertzian contact radius, m

\( b \)  
Translation coefficient, m

\( F_N \)  
External applied load, N

\( H \)  
Dimensionless film thickness

\( H_0 \)  
Dimensionless rigid body displacement

\( M, L \)  
Moes dimensionless parameters

\( p_h \)  
Hertzian pressure, Pa

\( p_r \)  
constant, \( p_r = 1.96 \times 10^8 \)

\( P \)  
Dimensionless pressure

\( R_x, R_y \)  
Radius of curvature in x and y direction respectively, m

\( R \)  
Equivalent radius of curvature, m

\( S_r \)  
Slide to roll ratio : \( S_r = 2(u_1-u_2)/(u_1+u_2) \)

\( T \)  
Time, s

\( T \)  
Dimensionless time: \( T = t u_m / a_h \)

\( u_i \)  
Velocity of surface i

\( u_m \)  
mean velocity, \( (u_1 + u_2)/2 \)

\( x, y, z \)  
Space coordinates

\( X, Y, Z \)  
Dimensionless space coordinates

\( z_r \)  
pressure viscosity index (Roelands), \( z_r = p_r \alpha/(\ln(\eta_0)+9.67) \)

\( \alpha \)  
Pressure-viscosity coefficient \( \text{Pa}^{-1} \)

\( \bar{\delta} \)  
Dimensionless elastic deflection of the contacting bodies

\( \bar{\eta} \)  
Effective viscosities, dimensionless

\( \theta \)  
Angle, rad

\( \mu \)  
Viscosity, Pa.s

\( \bar{\mu} \)  
Dimensionless viscosity

\( \mu_0 \)  
Ambient temperature zero-pressure viscosity, Pa.s

\( \bar{\rho} \)  
Dimensionless lubricant density

\( \rho_0 \)  
Ambient temperature and pressure density, \( \text{kg.m}^{-3} \)

\( \tau_e \)  
Equivalent shear stress, Pa

\( \tau_0 \)  
Characteristic shear stress of Eyring fluid, Pa

\( \bar{\tau}_m \)  
Dimensionless mean shear stress
1. Introduction

With a stringent legislation for the limitation of harmful polluting emissions, the improvement of environment efficiency of vehicle engine is became a fundamental objective [1]. It is evident actually, based on several experimental and numerical studies, that cylinder engine surface texture considerably influences functional performances (running-in, friction, oil consumption, wear…) of the ring-pack tribo-system [2-4].

Honing is a widely used finishing process for cylinder surfaces after drilling or turning operation to guarantee reproducibility with efficient productivity in mass production of cylinder liners [5]. In honing, abrasive stones are loaded against the bore and simultaneously rotated and oscillated. The industrial honing involves graduated stages of abrasive finishing processes, using at first a coarse abrasive stones, and then progressively finer grades, so that a very structured surface of liner is produced. Characteristically, the resulting structured surface consists of low rough plateau textures separated by two or more bands of parallel deep valleys with stochastic angular position [6].

Hence, effort has been made in last decade for the improvement of honing process for cylinder liners finishing. Moreover, various new surface textures was proposed by the development of innovate honing techniques (slide honing, glide honing, brush honing…) [7-11] and surface texturing methods to meet both actual and future functional requirements [12, 13].

Unfortunately, the whole effect of different cylinder liner finishes on ring-pack performance is not well understood [11]. Furthermore, the engineered optimized functional surface is still not well defined. Then, it is important to define the optimum texture characteristics to obtain the best functional properties.

Some topographical and lateral geometric properties of the cylinder bores affect considerably the functional performances of the ring-pack contact, particularly, the crosshatch angle [14-18], superficial plateau roughness [19, 20] and the valley and surface patterns depth [14] and density [14]. It believed that liner surfaces that have smaller valleys and smoother plateaus would reduce friction and oil consumption [9]. Moreover, the orientation of micro-grooves has a strong effect on the friction performance of sliding surfaces and optimal orientation is
closely dependent on the contact conditions [17]. In hydrodynamic lubrication condition, two optimal range of crosshatch angle was determined [40°-60°] and [120°-140°] [14]. However, [7] shows that the steep honing angle did not present any improvement in ring-pack friction and wear at the top dead center of the cylinder but it yields to less oil consumption over the entire engine course in comparison to 40° honing angle [8,10].

In this paper, the mutual influence of honing angle and superficial plateau roughness was investigated based on comparison of surface textures generated by two kind of honing processes: the widely used Plateau honing with honing angle in the range of 40°-60° and helical slide honing with grooves arranged in the direction of the piston in an elongated spiral (120-140° honing angle). Thus, to predict friction of the produced textures in ring-pack tribo-system, simulation model in mixed lubrication regime was developed. Then, an algorithm involving the generation of 3D surface topographies with controlled superficial plateau roughness and total surface height is established. Finally, a comparison between these two processes and possible friction reduction strategy in ring-pack system is analysed and discussed.

2. Numerical model for hydrodynamic friction simulation in piston ring-pack system

A numerical model was developed to estimate the friction generated between rough surfaces. The model considered the real topography of the cylinder bore surfaces. The objective of this model is to compare the predicted friction coefficient between two kinds of cylinder bore textures in accordance with their superficial plateau roughness amplitude.

2.1 Elastohydrodynamic equations

The generalized Reynolds’ equation introduced by Najji [21] has been used to estimate the pressure distribution, film thickness, and the friction coefficient. This equation has the advantage of not being restricted to a particular non-Newtonian law. The steady state equation in the dimensionless form is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial X} \left\{ \frac{1}{\mu_e} \frac{\bar{\eta}_e}{\eta_e^2} \right\} \frac{\partial P}{\partial X} + \frac{\partial}{\partial Y} \left\{ \frac{1}{\mu_e} \frac{\bar{\eta}_e}{\eta_e^2} \right\} \frac{\partial P}{\partial Y} \right\} \tag{1}
\]
where \( \lambda' = \frac{R^2 \mu_0}{p_r a_h^2}, \frac{1}{\eta'} = \int dZ, \frac{1}{\eta'_{e}} = \int ZdZ \) and \( \frac{1}{\eta_e} = \int Z^2 dZ \)

The effective viscosities could be calculated as considering the shear-thinning effect (Eyring fluid):

\[
\frac{1}{\eta} = \frac{1}{\mu} \frac{1}{\tau_m} \sinh \left( \frac{\tau_m}{\tau_0} \right)
\]

with \( \tau_m = \tau_e / \tau_0 \), where, \( \tau_0 \) is a reference shear stress and \( \tau_e = \sqrt{\tau_x^2 + \tau_y^2} \) is the equivalent shear stress inside the lubricant film.

The lubricant’s viscosity and density are assumed to depend on pressure. The Dowson and Higginson formula [22] (Eq. 3) and Roelands law [23] (Eq. 4) were used:

\[
\bar{\rho} \ P = \left[ 1 + \frac{0.6 \times 10^9 P \cdot p_h}{1 + 1.7 \times 10^9 P \cdot p_h} \right]
\]

where, \( \rho_0 \) is the density at ambient pressure.

\[
\bar{\mu} \ P = \exp \left[ \ln \frac{\mu_0}{\mu} + 9.67 \left( -1 + \frac{P \cdot p_h}{p_r} \right)^{z_r} \right]
\]

where, \( \mu_0 \) is the viscosity at ambient pressure, \( p_r \) is a constant equal to 1.96 \times 10^8, and \( z_r \) is the pressure viscosity index.

Finally, the boundary condition \( P = 0 \) and the cavitation \( P(X,Y) \geq 0 \ \forall X,Y \) must be satisfied during the simulation.

The film thickness equation is given in dimensionless form by the following equation:

\[
H \ X, Y, T = H_0 \ T + \frac{X^2}{2} + \frac{Y^2}{2} + \bar{\delta} \ X, Y, T - \bar{Z}_h \ X, Y, T
\]

Where, \( Z_h \) is the height surface topography at each position \( X,Y \) and \( \bar{\delta} \ X, Y, T \) is the dimensionless surface deformation calculated by

\[
\bar{\delta} \ X, Y, T = \frac{2}{\pi^2} \int_{\Omega} \frac{P \ X', Y', T \ dX' \ dY'}{\sqrt{X - X' \ ^2 + Y - Y' \ ^2}}
\]

The global force balance condition is given by:
\[
\frac{2\pi}{3} = \int P \, X, Y, T \, dX \, dY \quad \forall T \tag{7}
\]

2.2 Numerical procedure

The Reynolds equation was solved by the finite difference method in order to obtain the film pressure distribution. A second order accuracy with respect to both space and time [24], was used. The discretized equation was solved by the Jacobi line relaxation [25]. The full-scale mixed EHL approach developed by Hu and Zhu [26] was used in the present study. The multi-grid method [25] was applied in order to accelerate the solution convergence. The elastic deformation calculation was conducted by using the discrete convolution and fast integration [25]. The integral terms in the generalized Reynolds’ equation were calculated at each step using the solution obtained at the previous stage. A classical Newton-Raphson procedure was used to determine the shear stress and the effective viscosities. The solution domain was determined as \(-2.5 \leq X \leq 1.5\) and \(-2.0 \leq Y \leq 2.0\). The computational grid covering the domain consisted of equally spaced 512x512 or 1024x1024 nodes. Using rough surfaces in EHL simulation could yield localized asperity contact pressure peaks usually higher than the average EHL pressure resulting in high subsurface stress that exceeds the material yielding limit [27]. To limit the contact pressure, the elastic-perfectly plastic behavior of a material was approximately simulated by using a cut-off value, i.e. the hardness of the material. The normal load \(F_N\) and contact speed \(u_m\) are respectively equal to 50 N and 300 rpm [28]. It simulate the piston ring-cylinder bore contact in mixed regime that occur near the Top Dead Center (TDC) and Bottom Dead Center (BDC) [28].

3. Mastered honed surface topographies generation

The honed surface texture of cylinder liners is composed of 3D superficial rough surface separated by deep valleys with defined crosshatch angle. These two elements play different roles in the cylinder-ring contact [29]. The superficial plateau morphology replaces partially initial run-in and related to friction and wear. The valleys component is related to lubricant circulation and retention.

The morphological filtering approach described in [29], provides a powerful tool capable of separating these two principal components of the honed surface topography data. This approach, use an alternate sequential filter with a disc structuring element, as non-linear image processing operator. The surface topography is filtered recursively with increasing the filter size after each filtering operation until reach the smallest form elements. Figure 1 shows
an example of decomposition of plateau honed surface topography. Then, the two fundamental parts of the cylinder surface (Superficial plateau and valleys components) are characterized by their root-mean square height respectively $S_{pq}$ and $S_{vq}$. These parameters are mutually independent.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1** Example of decomposition of a cylinder liner surface topography using alternate sequential filtering; (a) tri-dimensional topography of plateau honed surface, (b) superficial plateau (in red) and valleys components (in blue).

To investigate the mutual effect of crosshatch angle and the plateau surface roughness on frictional losses at the interface between a piston ring and cylinder liner, an approach for generating controlled surface topography based on real surface measurement data was developed. The algorithm of the method used for surface topographies generation is described in Figure 2. It is applied for creation of surface topographies with different specified amplitude ratio plateau/valleys and having the same total surface height $S_z$ (ISO 25178-2 standard) from two original honed surfaces plateau honed (PH) and helical slide honed (HSH) surfaces taken from mass production of cylinder liners (Figure 3).

Plateau honing very widely used process is a succession of three honing stages [5, 6]. The first stage often categorized as rough honing establishes the form of the bore. The so called "finish honing" which creates the basic surface texture of the hole is the second operation. This enables the third honing operation – plateau stage – to serve for removing the surface peaks, increasing plateau surface area and then reducing the plateau valleys amplitude ratio.

HSH is achieved with the same stages succession but generate surface with steep honing crosshatch angle by reducing the rotational speed of the honing tool and increasing the stroke rate to limit the reduction in the stroke removal rate.
The principal difference between the real PH and HSH surface textures is the honing angle between the two groove orientations, the maximum height of the surface and the plateau valleys amplitude ratio. For considered surfaces (Figure 3), the honing angle is about 50° for PH surface and is beyond 130° for HSH surface, the ratio $\frac{S_{pq}}{S_{vq}}$ is equal to 0.62 for the original
plateau honed surface and 0.54 for the original helical slide honed surface. These two surface textures have almost the same texture aspect parameters that affect friction such as grooves density (≈600 grooves/mm$^2$) and grooves balance (=0.5). The method of quantification of these lateral texture characteristics and their influence on friction are detailed in [6, 14].

![Three-dimensional topographies of typical (a) plateau-honed surfaces and (b) helical slide honing surface showing a different cross-hatch angle respectively 50° and 130°.](image)

Using this methodology, the comparison between surface textures generated by plateau honing and helical slide honing is performed with the same total surface height (Sz). Moreover, all surface feature characteristics (groove density, groove width,...) are realistic and remain unchanged. Three total surface height (Sz=2.5µm, Sz=5µm and Sz=10µm) and six plateau/valleys amplitude ratio between 0.1 and 0.8 were considered. A ratio equal to 0 corresponds to an “ideal” smooth plateaued surface. A ratio equal to 1 represents a non-plateaued surface finish.

### 4. Results and discussion

The numerical model presented in Section 2 was used to predict friction in the ring-liner-piston contact and to analyze the mutual effect of crosshatch angle and superficial plateau roughness on friction.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 resume the obtained simulation results performed in this study. Figure 4 depicts the influence of superficial plateau roughness on friction coefficient of PH (50° honing angle) and HSH (130° honing angle) cylinder liner surfaces for three levels of liner surface roughness Sz. One can see that, in mixed lubrication conditions, friction coefficient (COF) increases with increasing liner surface roughness for both PH and HSH.
honed surfaces. In this lubrication regime, friction is reduced by at least 36% when cylinder bores were finished by helical slide honing in comparison to plateau honing finish.

**Figure 4** Friction Coefficients of PH and HSH cylinder liner surfaces function of the ratio $\frac{Spq}{Svq}$ and for three different total surface height (a) $Sz=2.5\mu m$, (b) $Sz=5\mu m$ and (c) $Sz=10\mu m$.

Moreover, as shown in **Figure 5** which shows the evolution of metal to metal contact and the average film thickness between the friction pairs function of the plateau/valleys amplitude ratio, steep honing angle (130° crosshatch angle) reduce the oil film thickness average and leads to lower dry contact area and tightens therefore to a hydrodynamic lubrication regime.

The frictional performance of helical slide honed cylinder is three times less sensitive to superficial plateau roughness (**Figure 4**). **Table 1** resumes the rate of friction variation function of plateau-valleys ratio for PH and HSH surfaces. Plateau honed surfaces are very sensitive to superficial plateau roughness particularly when $\frac{Spq}{Svq} \leq 0.3$ for $Sz \geq 5\mu m$ (**Figure 4**). Therefore, the third honing stage in plateau honing process has a decisive influence since it allows to reduce considerably friction by reducing plateau roughness amplitude. Furthermore,
this reduction of superficial plateau peaks yields to diminish the metal to metal contact area and thereby to less lubricant film dislocation.

Figure 5 Contact area ratio (a) and film thickness average (b) of PH and HSH cylinder liner surfaces function of the ratio Spq/Svq and for three different total surface height (1) Sz=2.5µm, (2) Sz=5µm and (3) Sz=10µm.

In contrary, Surface textures with 140° cross-hatch angles are very less sensitive to superficial surface peaks in particular with Sz ≤ 5µm (Table 1). Therefore, this third honing operation can be canceled in production process of HSH surface textures. So, with only two-stage honing operations, more efficient production of cylinder liners at industrial level is guaranteed. Finally, optimal surface texture is characteristically defined by steep honed angle with
$Sz \leq 5\mu m$. It yields to the lower friction and oil film thickness average and with dry contact area less than 2%.

Table 1. Rate of friction variation function of plateau-valleys ratio changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface total height</th>
<th>PH</th>
<th>HSH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Sz = 2.5\mu m$</td>
<td>7.13%</td>
<td>2.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{pq}/S_{vq} \leq 0.3$</td>
<td>$S_{pq}/S_{vq} &gt; 0.3$</td>
<td>$S_{pq}/S_{vq} \leq 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Sz = 5\mu m$</td>
<td>20.28%</td>
<td>7.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Sz = 10\mu m$</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The mutual effect of crosshatch angle and superficial plateau roughness of honed surface textures of cylinder liners in mixed lubrication contact regime was investigated. Then, two real honed surface textures produced respectively by plateau honing (50° honing angle) and helical slide honing (130° honing angle) were considered. An algorithm for generation of surface topographies with mastered plateau/valleys amplitude ratio and specified total surface height from real three-dimensional surface data was developed. Then, the friction performance of a cylinder ring-pack system in mixed lubrication regime was predicted. Finally, results of numerical simulations show that:

1. For 50° honing angle and surface total height greater than 10 µm, the reduction of the superficial plateau roughness decreases considerably the friction in mixed lubrication contact regime;
2. The 130°-honored liner (helical slide honing) leads to an improvement in friction, film thickness and reduce the dislocation of the boundary layer in comparison to 50° crosshatch angle (plateau honing);
3. With helical slide honed liners, friction is much less sensitive to superficial plateau roughness than with plateau honed liners. Then, the industrial helical slide honing process can be set up in only two process stage instead of the three stage required for plateau honing in mass production of cylinder engines.
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